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FLASH: BREAKING NEWS ALERT
GOD IS NOT DEAD, HE IS NOT EVEN SICK
Sistine Chapel Ceiling By Michelangelo
“Creation ofAdam”

There is a new religion in town, but actually it is just another attack on God and Country by another
name. Ecclesiastics says, “There Is Nothing New Under The Sun”
It is now under the name of “Progressivism” and it is just repackaged “humanism”. What is the
difference between progressivism and socialism?
One starts with a “P” and the other starts with an “S”.
They both believe and embrace Collectivism over Individualism. America was founded by
Individualists to promote and guarantee Individualism.

There Is An Important Short Statement Regarding Evolution At End Of This Article.
There has never been an assault like what’s taking place today on the belief and acceptance that America
was Founded on the Christian/Judeo Principles and of “God and Country”. Harder to believe the attack
on God and especially Christianity and yet Nat’l Polls show that 94 percent of Americans believe in
God and Over 84 percent believe in Jesus Christ.
“God and Country”, where are the evidences? Well it began with the Continental Congress’ First
Official Act: Prayer (September 6, 1774). They made their first official act a call for prayer, as recorded in
the Journals of the Continental Congress, after just receiving the news that the British troops had attacked
Boston and continued with every Congress.
It began with America’s Great Seal. On the Reverse Side of the Great Seal The pyramid signifies
strength and duration: Annuit Coeptis
The eye over it and the motto, Annuit Coeptis “(He [God] has favored our undertakings)” allude to
the many interventions of Providence (God) in favor of the American cause. The date underneath is
that of the Declaration of Independence and the words under it, Novus Ordo Seclorum (A new order of
the ages), signify the beginning of the new American era in 1776.

The Liberty Bell got its name from being rung at the first public reading of the Declaration of
Independence, July 8, 1776. The inscription cast onto the bell, August 1752, stated:
“’Proclaim liberty through all the land and to all the inhabitants thereof.’
(Leviticus XXV. 10 [25:10])”
Our Founding Documents
The Declaration of Independence contains 4 references to God our Creator.
There are also four foundational laws of civil rule anchored in the Declaration of Independence
through “The Laws Of Nature And Of Nature’s God”, all of which are from the Bible. First,
the rights of man are God-given and unalienable.
Second, the purpose of government is to secure those rights.
Third, the power of civil government is given by the consent of the governed, each of whom is
equally entitled to rule.
And finally, the right to govern is forfeited by a tyrannical ruler to lower magistrates in order
to restore the rule of law.
The Declaration asserts that “all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable rights.” Kerry Morgan
Our Constitution guarantees these God Given Rights and in the subsequent Bill of Rights especially in the
First Amendment.
Thus, the United States was founded on more Biblical principles than any other nation before or since.
Almost all of the Founders referred to the Bible over 60% of the time. God’s Bible was not only taught in all
schools, but it influenced all areas of American life; government, schools and colleges, all the courts, the
economy, public life and religious life. Our Founding Fathers reviewed an estimated 15,000 items, including
the Bible, historical documents, pamphlets, books newspaper articles etc.

“In God We Trust” was our Motto and in the Star Spangled Banner’s 4th stanza. It is on all our money
and Congress passed it as law. It is on our “Pledge of Allegiance” which is why the left is trying to
remove this as well. God, Prayer and Bible verses are in the entire stairwell of the Washington
Monument and one detail that is no longer mentioned or written about is the cap atop the giant
obelisk known as the Washington Monument is the phrase Laus Deo " Praise be to God!"
The Statue of Liberty was dedicated OCTOBER 28, 1886. On the 50th Anniversary, October 28, 1936,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt stated
“The Almighty...did prepare this American continent to be a place of the second chance...Millions
have...found...freedom of opportunity, freedom of thought, freedom to worship God.”
President Dwight Eisenhower remarked April 8, 1954:
“I have just come from...the dedication of a new stamp...The stamp has on it a picture of the Statue of
Liberty and ‘In God We Trust’...
It represents...a Nation whose greatness is based on a firm unshakeable belief that all of us mere mortals
are dependent upon the mercy of a Superior Being.”

U.S. Capitol Quotes & Inscriptions contain so many references to our Creator God and Bible verses
I can’t list them all here, but here are just a few places in Washington D.C. alone:
U.S. Capitol Cox
Corridors
Senate Chamber
Prayer Room
Over Rostrum
On Rostrum

Dirksen Senate Office Building
Library of Congress
House Chamber
Supreme Court
Library of Congress

Dirksen Senate Office Building:

On entablature beneath the pediment on the First Street facade of building: "THE SENATE
IS THE LIVING SYMBOL OF OUR UNION OF STATES"
Placed 1961
Two identical bronzes:
(1) Longworth House Office Building, main
lobby, east wall.
(2) Dirksen Office Building, southwest entrance,
west wall.

For those on the left to continue to secularize America; they must remove a Creator God from society
and history to justify a society without morality.
To do this they must degrade, trash and even remove our Founders and all of our Founding documents
such as the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and Bill of Rights and other documents from
which the majority of the influence used is from the Bible and God’s Nature.
This has been coming for years from the top down starting with the Executive Branch, Congress, and the
Supreme Court all the way down to the local governments and has rapidly accelerated in the last few
years.
There are many secular atheist groups, but two of the main ones are the ACLU, American Civil Liberties
Union, created on the belief and promotion of communism and the The Southern Poverty Law Center
which is a far left legal and activist organization created in 1971 in Montgomery, ALA. It was founded by
trial lawyers Morris Dees and Joe Levin, and its first president was civil rights leader Julian Bond, who
would later take control of the NAACP. By it’s own definition of “hate groups” it is one of the biggest one
in America especially targeting all branches of our military.
The Following Excerpt Is From my book “Republic Or Democracy, Is There A Difference”
Chapter 10 “What is Truth? Absolutes?” ©2011
In the Introduction of this bookI talked about:
“What is the ‘Glue’ that binds America together”
You will see the phrase in this book, “what made America different? Why has the American form of
government outlasted any government or society in history? What is the “Glue” that binds us together
and bound the Founders together so they all came together on the Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution, the Bill of Rights and other documents?

It can be found in One Word

“Creator”
“You shall know the Truth, and the Truth shall make you free.”

We have seen this quote used numerous times and most of the time we don’t even think about that it
comes from the New Testament and that Jesus Christ said it (John 8:32). [This quote is on the lobby wall
of the CIA, Central Intelligence Agency]
God is free and he created us free and therefore we are “free” men and women. The framers
took great pains to create a unique and “limited” federal government that would guarantee and
protect the “Truth” and our “Freedom & Liberty” as a free and moral people.
Is it really a Gray World out there?
Electricity and Magnetism are invisible forces, things unseen, that have visible manifestations,
things seen.
Electricity: Physics a fundamental form of kinetic or potential energy created by the free or
controlled movement of charged particles such as electrons, positrons, and ions’; electric current,
i.e. when used as a source of power.
Magnetism: The phenomenon of physical attraction for iron, inherent in magnets or induced by a
moving electric charge or current; the force exerted by a magnetic field.
We cannot see electricity or magnetism, things unseen, but we accept them by faith because we can
see the manifestations of them which are seen.
We cannot see God who is unseen”, but He has visible manifestations, which are seen, everywhere
i.e. creation.
“NOW faith is the aassurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen. 2 For by it the
men of old bgained approval. 3 By faith we understand that the aworlds were prepared by the word
of God, so that what is seen was not made out of things which are visible.”
Hebrews 11:1-3 NASB
There is an old saying about TV Meteorologists, “If you want to know what the weather is today,
‘Look out the window’ ”.
So, if you want to see the manifestations of God,
“Look Out of the Window”, the touch of the Masters Hand is everywhere in creation. It takes much
more faith to believe in “Chance based reality” and “evolution” than in a Master Designer of the
universe and mankind.
Stop, Look and Listen; the evidence demands a verdict.
“Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.
By faith we understand that the worlds were prepared by the word of God, so that what is seen
was not made out of things which are visible.”
HEB 11:1, 3
Therefore, belief in God is “faith” which are “things” unseen, yet confirmed by the manifestations
of God in nature.
On December 7, 1813, in his Fifth Annual Message to Congress, President James Madison stated:
“The best encouragement is derived from the success with which it has pleased the Almighty to bless our
arms both on the land and on the water. ...
“It would be improper to close this communication without expressing a thankfulness in which all ought to
unite for the numerous blessings with which our beloved country continues to be favored;... and, above all, for
the light of Divine truth”....

######

I saw this devotional in Turning Point, by Pastor David Jeremiah, and it clearly reminded me of what I
said in the book about finding God.
The Light of His Glory
One thing I have desired of the LORD, that will I seek: That I may dwell in the house of the LORD all the
days of my life, to behold the beauty of the LORD, and to inquire in His temple.
Psalm 27:4
At a meeting of the Socratic Club in Oxford, England, in 1945, the Christian apologist C. S. Lewis said, "I
believe that the Sun has risen not only because I see it but because by it I see everything else."
In his biography of C. S. Lewis, Alister McGrath explains what Lewis meant:
"We can look at the sun itself; or we can look instead at what it illuminates -- thus enlarging our
intellectual, moral, and aesthetic vision. We see the true, the good, and the beautiful more clearly by being
given a lens that brings them into focus."1
The psalmist Asaph had a similar enlightening experience. He was confused and frustrated about the
prosperity of evildoers in the world –
"Until I went into the sanctuary of God; then I understood their end" (Psalm 73:17). When he went
to the temple to worship God, suddenly he saw the answer -- the answer was God! Somehow, when we
"worship the LORD in the beauty of holiness" (Psalm 29:2), life looks different.
We worship God not only because He is God but because we see everything else more clearly in the light
of His glory.
In the light of God, human vision clears. James Philip
1
Alister McGrath, C. S. Lewis: A Life—Eccentric Genius, Reluctant Prophet (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale
House Publishers, Inc., 2013), 277.

Secularization of America
Be Careful Of What You Wish For
Humanism and Socialism are a two sided ticket; you can’t have one without the other. You can be
“religious” and believe in socialism, but you can’t believe in an omnipotent God and socialism at the
same time. It is an oxymoron.
We have clearly seen The United States of America is a Constitutional Republic based on The Laws of
Nature And Nature’s God and not on Natural Law based on the reason or ideas of man, BUT
UNANIMOUSLY DECIDED BY THE PEOPLE THROUGH THEIR DESIGNATED
REPRESENTATIVES; HENCE “WE THE PEOPLE”.
This is done through a democratic process where in this case the majority rules in all cases with the
exception of the election of the president. (See the Electoral College Chapter 2)
This makes the Declaration of Independence our “Charter” document that links us to English
Common Law and the Constitution of the United States.
Legislating Morality?
The question comes down to this: Whose morality will we use to write into our law and legislation, God’s
or humanity’s? Will we legislate a nation under God or a secular humanist nation under mankind which is
majority rule? It is always one or the other. The frightening thing about a secular humanist state is that in
creating legislation, people have nothing to appeal to beyond humans themselves.

The issue is not whether or not someone will impose his morality on legislation.
The question is whose morality will he impose?
"America needs God more than God needs America.
If we ever forget that we are One Nation Under God, then we will be a Nation gone under."
President Ronald Reagan 1984

WARNING: Beware of new theologies that promote “Social Justice”. It is called
“Liberation Theology” which attempts to unite theology with the social/economic concerns
of the poor and oppressed people i.e. U.N. Some of these goals are admirable, but it is not
theology and is not to be a substitute for God’s Truth and the Bible.
It is even broader in scope with “Black Liberation Theology”, “Feminist Theology” and
“Socialist Theologies”. This is a form of “Christian Marxism” which is an OXYMORON &
teaches that God is not “Absolute” but “moving on to the future”. Such changes are not
achieved through Individual Salvation but through the church confronting social injustices
which leads to “Collective Salvation”, a blatant contradiction of God and His Bible.
This is the result of teaching “Relativism/Humanism” in our colleges & schools.

As I stated in the beginning here are some comments on Evolution vs. Creationism.
This by no means covers the vast amount of material on this subject.

Evolution and Laws of Probability
Chance Based Natural Selection (Evolution) vs. Creation
It is absolutely clear that mutations + time + chance do not equal evolution.
Creationism vs. Evolution
Theory: Scientific definition of a Theory involves experimenting and observation to figure out how
things work; how they operate. Evolution is not even a theory but a presumption, speculation about
history & yet it is taught as if it is the same as this operational science?
Fossil Evidence: There are countless millions & millions of fossils in existent. Not only is “Bigfoot”
missing and also missing are the millions or even billions of transitional fossils missing not just for
man, but for all the other stages of evolution? Darwin noted the problem and it still remains. The
evolutionary family trees in textbooks are based on someone’s imagination, not fossil evidence.

The Biggest Thing Missing From The “Missing Link Theory”
Is That The Missing Link Is Still Missing

In order for the theory of evolution to be true, life had to arise from non-living matter. The Law of
Biogenesis tells us that this could not have happened.
Since we cannot directly observe evolution, probability has to be used.
1 in 53 to the tenth power=1 with 53 zeros

1,00,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
Cheating with chance by Don Batten http://www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v17/i2/chance.asp
It is important to understand that the evolutionists keep moving the date of earth and man so far
back it has become impossible to maintain any credibility anymore (now it is in the BILLIONS of
years and, the fact that the writings of man do not date back more than 5-6,000 years). Equally

important is that most all the drawings you see of man evolving is from an artist’s creation only.
THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE FOUNDING FATHERS WERE CREATIONISTS.
The most dangerous results of the acceptance of evolution is that the natural consequences led to
Eugenics a (so called) science that deals with the improvement (as by control of human mating) of
hereditary qualities of a race or breed, desirable people are propagated and undesirable people are
eliminated.
The creed of Eugenics was founded on the very idea of evolution and not on some passive form of it.
This belief led to Adolf Hitler’s racist attitude toward the Jews and others that he considered
substandard and we know too well the results of that; over Ten Million Humans Exterminated.
This is what also led to the radicals belief in an Utopian Society here on earth held by many today
especially in our current government.
Getting rid of human undesirables; ethnic cleansing, religious cleansing
“the purity of the racial blood should be guarded, so the best types of human beings may be
preserved and that thus we should render possible a more noble development (evolution) of
humanity itself”
Adolf Hitler Mein Kampf
“The simple (simpleton) believes every word, But a wise man considers a matter.”
Proverbs 14:15######
(Taylor E. Hoynes, Jr. has written and published his book, “Republic Or Democracy, Is There A Difference?”.
This inclusive 700 page collection of history focuses on the founding ofAmerica and provides the reader an
exhaustive collection of information and documents..
For more information about these, other material and the author go to:
www.colonialpublishingco.com click “Read a Chapter” or email

